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Background and Purpose  

Introduction 

The PlaneShift Team believes strongly in the Open Source community and, more importantly, in the Open Source 
philosophy and process.  For this reason, before the project ever started, we decided to open our source code and to have 
all this code publicly available.  The theory was that the Open Source strategy would enable us to gain more developers and 
to share knowledge and ideas with people that do not have the time to join our team full time, but are still interested in 
contributing some code.  We believed it would enable PlaneShift to build a community of developers and to help other 
projects that decide to use Crystal Space as their 3D engine.  We have been gratified over the last three years to see that 
these beliefs were correct. 

The more controversial decision, of course, was the decision to use more proprietary licenses for the non-code assets of the 
game.  However, we believed at the time and still believe that this decision is a necessity for the success of this project and 
protects the value of the efforts of all team members.  

The standard path 

Let us explain our view of the MMORPG scene and of the many developers out there that are trying to build a game. 

It all starts when someone has a great idea and he begins to work very hard to obtain what he wants.  He will surely look to 
other games and he will try to build something that is at least decent compared to the current industry standards.  The 
tremendous amount of work needed to create a competitive product will overwhelm him.  No one can create a good game 
without a big and solid team.  In the gaming industry there s no place for small projects, they will simply fail for lack of 
resources, lack of time, lack of money, and mainly lack of commitment.  If the project does not progress quickly, the interest 
of the net-surfers dwindles and with it the morale of the team.  With bad team morale, the project slowly dies.  Surely he can 
ask the community of developers to help him, but they will be probably running their own projects, or they want to attach 
themselves to a winner, not a sinking ship so they will have no time or inclination to really help. 

The problem is that many people have a good idea in mind for a great game and start to create a new project on a very 
small scale.  They focus on adding the most innovative ideas and content, but this costs a lot in terms of resources.  When 
using this method any small project will ultimately fail.  

In the current MMORPG and RPG scene, many projects are very similar.  Although different teams tend to build everything 
in different ways-new rules, new races, new interface, new engine-if you look closely, their final goal is absolutely the same: 
a persistent multiplayer fantasy world forming a successful and enjoyable game.  This diffusion of talent with common goals 
among dispersed projects is one of the primary reasons few Open Source projects succeed.  

How PlaneShift Is Different 

We have seen too many projects fail, and it is painful to see more when we know how much effort has been put into them.  
We want to find a way to gather all these individualistic developers and create a successful project-for the players, but also 
for those developers that share the same dream. 

The commercial industry does not care too much about Open Source because in most cases the projects are not organized 
and strong enough to reach their goal and to compete with them.  The only way for any of these small OSS projects to 
succeed is to sacrifice a little of their pride and to join a large and well-organized team.  In this way, all talented people can 
bring their ideas and skills into one project.  These talented people will be less responsible for overall project progress, but 
they can concentrate more on what they really want to do, have more fun and have a much greater chance of success. 

Our vision is to convince talented and dedicated people that this is the right path to follow, by focusing on two key objectives: 
gathering and keeping resources, and maximizing chances of success. 

Objective 1: Gathering resources under a single common project is very important to build a strong team.  We should try to 
avoid our project forking into other similar projects, because that means splitting resources and thus, lowering our chances 
of success.  Those other forked projects will repeat efforts already spent on discussion of rules, building new races, writing 
new code and we will end up again with a lot of resources wasted and no goal reached. 

Objective 2:Ensuring success is another key point of our organization.  We are trying to preserve the work done by our 
members as much as we possibly can, with licenses and by adding only talented members to our team.  For the project to 
be successful, it needs to be unique in architecture, rules, music and ideas; it must attract good players and RPG ers and 
create a fun, stimulating, friendly community.  Most importantly, it must be playable and complete.  
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Why PlaneShift Is Licensed the Way It Is 

To try best to achieve these two goals we have made some tough decisions about licenses.  However, in order to explain 
our conclusion, first it is necessary to examine the alternatives: 

Option 1:Release absolutely everything under the GPL license.  This option sounds great in theory but in practice has the 
following problems: 

 
Anyone can get all of the code and art, music and setting information and start building a similar game with a part 
of our team.  This is sub-optimal because the forked project will split our forces and will lower our chance of 
success, which is contrary to Objective 1.  We need to protect against internal division on the team to keep 
momentum and stay productive. 

 

Anyone can get all of the code and art, music and setting information and start building a similar game with a 
completely new team.  The new project would be similar to PS and would destroy much of the uniqueness we are 
trying to put into the game to make it special.  The game would hence be less appealing and more confusing to 
players, because they will have no common reference point for hall of fame, guilds, etc.  The other project can also 
change the main guidelines/story of the game, giving races and NPCs a different background and history, or even 
alter it in ways deliberately calculated to hurt PS reputation.  That will cause a lot of confusion amongst fans and 
players, and will disrupt our effort to have the best quality control possible in our game, which jeopardizes 
Objective 2.  Furthermore, the new (and separate) team is a waste of resources if they are trying to reach the 
same goal as PS.  We can join and reach the same goal faster together.  So, this problem also detracts from 
Objective 1. 

 

Most artists do not want to release their work to the general public.  They fear it will be used in projects or in ways 
they do not like, so we would lose out on potential artistic contributors joining the project this way, which is against 
Objective 1. 

Option 2:  Leave the copyrights in the names of the authors of the material.  Again, this approach sounds very fair to 
everyone, but on closer examination has the following problems: 

 

A member could decide to leave the team and deny the continued usage of material they had already contributed 
to PS team.  This will be a major blow to our progress if he removes many models.  We would have to rebuild 
those from scratch.  This scenario would only have to play out several times before our progress and momentum 
would be slowed measurably and our chances of success reduced, which detracts from Objective 2. 

 

If we decide in the future to modify, change, or publish on a website any contributed material, such as a screenshot 
or preview of the game in action, we would have to get advance permission from all the various copyright holders 
of each model and each reproduced piece.  It is true that he may have already agreed on many aspects, but we 
could easily face a new scenario (like his art published on the cover of a book or on a press magazine).  We 
already have a list of more than 50 people that have contributed to PS so far and it would be really complex or 
difficult to contact them again if they have left the team.  This will hinder our ability to expand or publicize the game 
and so it is against Objective 2. 

 

The author of contributed material could reuse the material for another similar game by simply allowing another 
project to also access his copyrights, which would hurt the uniqueness of PlaneShift and increase the chances of 
forking our team.  This also detracts from Objective 2. 

Option 3:  The final (and best) option is to have a proprietary license that will assure past, present and future PlaneShift 
Team members that Objectives 1 and 2 are met and that their work will be used for PlaneShift only. 

 

All new contributors (or their legal guardians) are required to review, agree to and sign the Atomic Blue 
Contribution License Agreement ( ABC LICENSE ).  If the creator of a work wants to contribute that work for 
inclusion in PlaneShift, but cannot be bound to the ABC LICENSE, the creator must contact Atomic Blue at 
info@planeshift.it.  With very limited exceptions, only contributors that agree to the ABC LICENSE are eligible for 
full membership on the Atomic Blue team (the development team for PlaneShift) and only materials submitted 
under the ABC LICENSE will be included in the PlaneShift game. 

 

The submission of materials under the ABC LICENSE gives both the content developers and the Atomic Blue team 
assurances that: 

1. The materials will only be used in the PlaneShift game (or its successor games created by Atomic Blue) and 
not in any other. 

2. The materials, once contributed, will be retained by Atomic Blue no matter what might happen with other 
projects, forks, mergers, alliances, and Atomic Blue will control how it is used. 
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Explanation of Atomic Blue Contribution License Agreement  
You do not have to be a member of Atomic Blue (a non-profit organization), to submit graphics, rules, code or any other 
contribution for use in PlaneShift.  However, you are required to agree to the ABC LICENSE, which creates three categories 
into which submissions are divided, each of which is licensed differently: source code, game rules and all other work.   

 
Source code, other than game rules, are treated as open source software covered by the GNU General Public License, 
available here http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html with copyright explicitly assigned to Atomic Blue. 

 
Game rules can be scripts, documents, or any other expression in any media.  In any of these forms, Game rules are 
not open source 

 
they are the property of Atomic Blue.  You should not submit any game rules unless you agree that 

they belong to Atomic Blue and that you will not have the right to use them in any other application.   

 

Any other work (such as 2D graphics, 3D models, music and sounds, character descriptions or fantasy world histories) 
will be the property of Atomic Blue once you submit it, but you will continue to have the right to display the work as part 
of a personal portfolio.  You are not allowed to display or use the work in another game or application and you are not 
allowed to use derivative works owned by Atomic Blue. 

 

In Section 7 of the ABC LICENSE, it states that your submitted works can be defined as a 'work made for hire'.  This 
does not mean that PS is paying you or making you an employee, but is a legal term in America which allows someone 
other than the actual creator of a work to own the copyright to the work.  It is a mechanism for making sure that Atomic 
Blue owns the copyrights to those works and can enforce the ABC LICENSE regardless of how a particular work came 
to Atomic Blue.  

To agree to the license, you have to: 

 

print this document starting from next page up to the end of the document, 

 

place your initials on each sheet, 

 

sign the last page and send it to us. To be a valid document it must be sent by fax. Email is not considered legally valid 
in all countries, so we prefer to avoid that media. 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html
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Atomic Blue Contribution License Agreement 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USAGE, COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION 

This Atomic Blue Contribution License Agreement ( ABC LICENSE ) is a legal contract between the individual or entity (in 
each case referred to hereafter as you and similar references) submitting Work (defined below) to Atomic Blue and 
Atomic Blue, a Texas Non-Profit Corporation.  This ABC LICENSE applies to all Work you submit to Atomic Blue.   

1. Defined Terms: 

 
The word including is not meant to be limiting; it is equivalent to including, but not limited to, in each instance. 

 

A Derivative Work is a revision, modification, enhancement, adaptation, translation (including compilation or 
recompilation by computer), abridgement, condensation, expansion, or any other form in which a preexisting Work 
may be recast, transformed, or adapted, and that, if prepared without authorization of the owner of the copyright in 
such preexisting Work, would constitute a copyright infringement 

 

The Game Engine is the set of computer instructions that performs the core game functions (including graphics 
rendering and particle effects, collision detection, database and network management), and specifically excludes 
the artwork, music, design (such as character design and level design), and game rules (including character 
creation and interaction rules, combat rules, progression rules), regardless of whether the same are considered 
software. 

 

A Member is anyone who has entered into this ABC LICENSE and

 

has been admitted by the Board of Directors 
of Atomic Blue as a Member in accordance with the governing documents of Atomic Blue. 

 

PlaneShift is the massively multiplayer online role-playing game in development under the name PlaneShift 
(and any successor names). 

 

A Work is any work of authorship, including all computer code, text (including web pages, character descriptions, 
setting/background texts, in-game dialogues, documents, names of places, and names of races), 3D models 
(including character models, animations, static objects, and buildings), images (including 3D renderings, sketches, 
and 2D drawings), rules (including character creation rules, combat rules, magic rules, monsters and NPC names 
and statistics), sounds (including sounds on web pages, and in-game sounds), and music (including songs on web 
pages, and in-game songs), and all other works of creativity or invention.   

 

A Work is submitted to Atomic Blue when at least one of the authors of the Work provides the Work, or a copy of 
the Work, in any medium (physical, electronic or otherwise tangible form), to any Member for use in connection 
with PlaneShift, or directly or indirectly makes such Work available on a website or repository owned, administered 
or managed by Atomic Blue. 

2. Compliance with Law; Limitation on Work: You agree that you will not submit, upload, or otherwise attempt to integrate 
into PlaneShift or any other Atomic Blue project all or any portion of any work that violates applicable laws, is obscene, or is 
derogatory toward any individual or group based upon age, gender, race, origin or religious beliefs.  For purposes of clarity, 
this does not apply to prevent distinctions to be drawn between the fictional races and genders of the characters in 
PlaneShift and other fantasy games.   

3. Indemnification: You agree to indemnify, defend and hold Atomic Blue and its Members harmless for any breach by you of 
this ABC LICENSE. 

4. Membership Prerequisite: Agreement to this ABC LICENSE does not make you a Member, but is a prerequisite to 
application for membership in Atomic Blue.  If you are approved for membership in Atomic Blue in accordance with the 
procedures in the governing documents of Atomic Blue, you will have the rights of a Member that are set out in those 
documents, including the right to use certain intellectual property of Atomic Blue in accordance therewith and under this ABC 
LICENSE.   

5. ACCESS: REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU ARE OR BECOME A MEMBER OF ATOMIC BLUE, you agree to 
maintain as confidential the confidential information Atomic Blue and its Members, including Works you submit to 
Atomic Blue.  You will have access from time to time to certain confidential information, trade secrets and know-how of 
Atomic Blue or its Members, including one or more of the following items ( Atomic Blue Property ): 

 

computer code and instructions; 

 

content, including artwork, music, game rules, models, quests, plots, puzzles and other game elements; and 

 

information, including game design strategies and techniques, release plans, passwords and other know-how. 

6. Confidentiality: The Atomic Blue Property may be proprietary to Atomic Blue, a Member or a third party.  By accepting any 
code or content relating to the PlaneShift project or Software or other active project of Atomic Blue from Atomic Blue or a 
Member, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU ARE APPROVED FOR MEMBERSHIP IN ATOMIC BLUE, you acknowledge 
and agree that (i) as between you and Atomic Blue, Atomic Blue is the owner of all such Atomic Blue Property (regardless of 
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whether subject to an open source license), and (ii) you will not disclose any information related to any of such Atomic Blue 
Property other than to other Members.  The only exceptions to your obligations not to disclose code or content are that you 
have the right to disclose code or content that you can demonstrate was (a) distributed by Atomic Blue under an open 
source license agreement, (b) released with permission (in written or electronic form) from a department leader or director, 
or (c) is required to be disclosed by a governmental authority, but you must first notify Atomic Blue of such requirement and 
take reasonable legal steps to prevent code or content not subject to such requirement from disclosure.  Any attempt to 
subvert the authorization mechanisms for disclosure of such information may constitute a crime or violation of law, including 
the theft or conversion of intellectual property of Atomic Blue, a Member or a third party.  Without limiting the foregoing, you 
acknowledge that Atomic Blue, ATOMIC BLUE and PlaneShift are trade names or trademarks of Atomic Blue.   

7. ASSIGNMENT: YOU HEREBY IRREVOCABLY AND EXCLUSIVELY ASSIGN TO ATOMIC BLUE, ITS SUCCESSORS 
AND ASSIGNS, ALL OF YOUR RIGHTS, TITLE, AND INTEREST, WITHOUT RESERVATION OF ANY KIND, IN AND TO 
ALL WORK SUBMITTED TO ATOMIC BLUE.  You also acknowledge that to the extent any Work that you create arises out 
of a request or direction communicated by a Department Leader of Atomic Blue or a Director of Atomic Blue to a Member or 
other individual that results or is expected to result in a Work related to or useful in connection with PlaneShift or another 
Atomic Blue project, such Work has been specially commissioned by Atomic Blue and is a work made for hire as defined 
under United States copyright law (17 USC §201 et seq.).  Without limiting the foregoing provisions, to the extent any of your 
rights in such Work, including any moral rights, are not subject to assignment hereunder, you hereby irrevocably and 
unconditionally waive all enforcement of such rights.   

8. Additional Documentation: At Atomic Blue s request and on Atomic Blue s reimbursement for reasonable expenses 
approved in advance of being incurred, you agree to execute and deliver such instruments and take such other actions as 
may be required to carry out and confirm the assignments contemplated by this paragraph and the remainder of this 
Agreement.  Atomic Blue owns all documents, magnetically or optically encoded media, and other tangible materials that are 
part of any Work you submit to Atomic Blue. 

9. Ownership; Derivative Works: You understand and agree that, between you and Atomic Blue, Atomic Blue owns any and 
all works of authorship that contain a Work owned by Atomic Blue (whether owned from creation or by assignment), 
including Derivative Works. 

10. Limited License of Works: You may not copy, modify, publish, transmit, sell, participate in the transfer or sale or 
reproduce, create Derivative Works from, distribute, perform, display or in any way exploit any of the Works submitted to 
Atomic Blue, except as follows: 

a. Game Engine software: the computer code submitted to Atomic Blue for use in the Game Engine (the GPL Works ) is 
subject to the GNU Public License, a copy of which is available at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html; Atomic Blue 
currently does not anticipate any change to this GPL of the code in the future, but to accommodate unforeseen possibilities 
this GPL of the Game Engine software may only be modified at the unanimous consent of the then-current members of the 
Atomic Blue Corporation. 

b. Game Rules: There are no exceptions to the limitations regarding game rules submitted to Atomic Blue. 

c. Artwork and Music: Atomic Blue hereby grants to you the limited, revocable, personal, royalty-free right to display any 
graphics

 

or perform any music

 

that you have submitted as a Work submitted to Atomic Blue, provided that (i) such use is 
solely for personal reasons or as part of a portfolio of your other works not submitted to Atomic Blue, (ii) the Work is clearly 
identified on its face (or if not possible to display it on the Work, then on the media in which it is transmitted) as part of the 
PlaneShift project, and (iii) the Work has been included in a version of PlaneShift posted by a Department Leader or Director 
for public distribution on an Official PlaneShift Server (described below), and (iv) you do not transfer any copy of the Work to 
a third party or purport to license the display or other use of the Work by any third party. 

11. Servers: You may access an Official PlaneShift Server only in conjunction with a PlaneShift Client, distributed by 
Atomic Blue.  All Official PlaneShift Servers are identified by server name and IP address on the PlaneShift website 
(http://www.planeshift.it or at the then current official PlaneShift website URL defined by Atomic Blue).  No other server is an 
Official PlaneShift Server. 

12. Statement With Game Engine Works: You will include in each GPL Work that is source code that you submit to Atomic 
Blue the following statement: 

/* 
 * <filename> 
 * 
 * Copyright (C) 2004-2006 Atomic Blue (info@planeshift.it, http://www.planeshift.it) 
 * 
 * Credits : <names of authors> 
 *                ... 
 * 
 * This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or 
 * modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License 
 * as published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2 
 * of the License. 

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html;
http://www.planeshift.it
http://www.planeshift.it
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 * This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
 * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
 * MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 
 * GNU General Public License for more details. 
 * You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
 * along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software 
 * Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA. 
 * 
 * Creation Date: <date> 
 * Description : <description> 
 *                    ... 
 * 
 */ 

13.  Statement Required With All Other Works: You will include in all other source code that you submit to Atomic Blue the 
following statement: 

/* 
 * <filename> 
 * 
 * Copyright (C) 2004-2006 Atomic Blue (info@planeshift.it, http://www.planeshift.it) 
 * 
 * Credits : <names of authors> 
 *                ... 
 * 
 * This source code is property of Atomic Blue, a non-profit corporation; 
 * you can use it and/or redistribute it and/or modify it only under the terms  
 * of the Atomic Blue Contribution License Agreement. 
 *  
* You should have received a copy of the Atomic Blue Contribution License Agreement along with 
 * this file; if not, you can get a copy of it at http://www.planeshift.it 
 * or writing at info@planeshift.it 
 * 
 * Creation Date: <date> 
 * Description : <description> 
 *                  ... 
 * 
 */ 

14. NO WARRANTY:  THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE MATERIAL PROVIDED TO YOU BY ATOMIC BLUE, TO THE 
EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  THE MATERIAL IS PROVIDED TO YOU BY ATOMIC BLUE AS IS 
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND 
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  NEITHER 
ATOMIC BLUE NOR ANY OF ITS OFFICERS OR DIRECTORS, ACTING IN SUCH CAPACITY, WILL HAVE LIABILITY 
FOR DEFECTS AND MALICIOUS CODE THAT MAY BE INCLUDED IN ANY ONE OR MORE WORKS. 

15. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: IN NO EVENT SHALL ATOMIC BLUE OR ANY OF ITS OFFICERS OR DIRECTORS, 
ACTING IN SUCH CAPACITY, BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, 
INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE MATERIAL, 
AND ANY DAMAGES FROM LOSS OF BUSINESS, OPERATIONS, DATA OR OTHER ASSETS. 

16. PlaneShift Client License.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, this ABC LICENSE shall not act to restrict PlaneShift players 
from using the software distributed with the client version of the PlaneShift software, which is intended solely to facilitate a 
player s ability to execute the PlaneShift game, in accordance with such intended purpose. 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

I hereby agree to the foregoing Atomic Blue Contribution License Agreement

  

Print Name: ___________   Date: ___________  

Signature: ___________  

http://www.planeshift.it
http://www.planeshift.it

